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Introduction 

1. This is an application by Muhammad Mustafa Abdullah (“Applicant”) against 

the decision of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees 

in the Near East, also known as UNRWA (“Respondent”), to serve him with a letter. 

Facts 

2. Effective 1 November 1992, the Applicant was employed by the Agency as 

Teacher, Grade 6, Step 1, at Waqqas Preparatory Boys’ School, Jordan Field Office 

(“JFO”). At the time material to the events in the present application, the Applicant 

was employed as Teacher, Grade 11, Step 18, at Irbid Town Preparatory Boys’ 

School No. 4, JFO. 

3. On 17 October 2018, the Director of UNRWA Operations, JFO (“DUO/J”) 

served the Applicant with a letter reminding him of his primary responsibilities as 

a full time teacher in the employ of the Agency and requesting him to immediately 

desist from devoting considerable time representing staff members within the 

framework their legal disputes with the Agency. 

4. On 12 November 2018, the Applicant submitted a request for decision review 

contesting the aforementioned letter.  

5. On 11 March 2019, the present application was filed with the UNRWA 

Dispute Tribunal (“Tribunal”). The application was transmitted to the Respondent 

on 13 March 2019. 

6. On 12 April 2019, the Respondent filed a motion for an extension of time to 

file his reply. The motion was transmitted to the Applicant on 14 April 2019. 

7. By Order No. 089 (UNRWA/DT/2019) dated 24 April 2019, the Tribunal 

granted the Respondent’s motion. 

8. On 24 May 2019, the Respondent filed his reply. The reply was transmitted 

to the Applicant on 26 May 2019. 
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9. On 7 June 2019, the Respondent filed a motion for an extension of time to 

translate his reply. The motion was transmitted to the Applicant on 9 June 2019. 

10. By Order No. 121 (UNRWA/DT/2019) dated 19 June 2019, the Tribunal 

granted the Respondent’s motion for an extension of time to translate his reply. 

11. On 5 August 2019, the Respondent submitted the Arabic translation of his 

reply. The translation was transmitted to the Applicant on the same day.  

12. On 3 March 2020, the Applicant filed a motion for a suspension of action in 

accordance with article 9 of the Tribunal’s Rules of Procedure (“Rules”). The 

Applicant’s motion was transmitted to the Respondent on 4 March 2020. 

Applicant’s contentions 

13. The Applicant contends: 

i) Article 8 of the Rules does not preclude a staff member from 

representing “multiple parties in several cases”; 

ii) As part of his activities as a representative of staff members, he was 

only absent from his duties during his official working hours on two occasions 

and these absences were duly authorised by the Agency;  

iii) Despite the existence of other staff members representing staff 

members before the Tribunal, he was singled out by the Agency and was 

arbitrarily served with a “reminder” letter; 

iv) The decision to serve him with a “reminder” letter violates the terms of 

his appointment as well as the Agency’s regulatory framework;  

v) The contested decision is a disguised disciplinary sanction imposed on 

him; 

vi) The contested decision’s reference to “a vague national law” is without 

merit as the Agency is solely and exclusively governed by its internal rules 

and regulations; and  
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vii) He fails to understand how his activities as a staff representative would 

undermine the Legal Officer, Staff Assistance (“LOSA”). 

14. The Applicant requests: 

i) Rescission of the impugned decision; and 

ii) Expungement of the said letter from his Official Status File. 

Respondent’s contentions 

15. The Respondent contends: 

i) The application is not receivable ratione materiae, as the Applicant 

does not contest an appealable administrative decision; 

ii) The letter was issued to remind the Applicant of his obligations under 

the Agency’s regulatory framework; it did not establish misconduct on the 

part of the Applicant or impose any disciplinary measure on him;  

iii) The letter does not have any direct legal consequences on the terms of 

the Applicant’s appointment;  

iv) The letter was justified, as the Applicant had described himself as Legal 

Counsel; this label is preserved for trained lawyers who are permitted to 

practice under national law;  

v) It was reasonable for the Agency to infer that the Applicant had spent 

considerable time, also during his duty hours, in representing multiple staff 

members in several cases before the Tribunal and the United Nations Appeals 

Tribunal (“UNAT”); 

vi) The Respondent has in no way imposed on the Applicant a directive 

that he must no longer represent staff members in their disputes with the 

Agency; and 

vii) The application is a manifest abuse of the proceedings.  
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16. The Respondent requests the Tribunal to dismiss the application in its entirety 

and impose costs on the Applicant in the amount of USD250 for his manifest abuse 

of the proceedings before the Tribunal.  

Considerations 

Receivability & Merits 

17. The Applicant contests the Agency’s decision to serve him with a letter, 

qualified as a “reminder letter” by the Respondent. The Respondent claims that the 

application is not receivable ratione materiae.  

18. As a first step, the Tribunal must determine whether the letter in question can 

be considered as a disciplinary measure or an appealable administrative decision. 

The letter reads as follows: 

Dear Mr. Abdullah,  

It has come to the Agency’s attention, through the documents 
presented before the UNRWA Dispute Tribunal (UNRWA DT) 
and the Deputy Commissioner-General, that you have described 
yourself and/or held out as Legal Counsel – a preserve for 
trained lawyers permitted under national law to practice.  

While Article 8 of the UNRWA DT Rules of Procedure provide 
that a party may also be represented by a staff member of 
UNRWA, this rule was not intended to allow a staff member of 
the Agency to devote considerable time representing multiple 
parties in several cases. This rule also does not permit a staff 
member to hold out as Legal Counsel, offering legal advice and 
representation, whether voluntary or remunerated, regardless of 
whether that staff member has the requisite qualifications. To 
this end, the Legal Office, Staff Assistance (LOSA) was created 
in UNRWA to provide professional legal assistance to staff 
members.  

This letter is therefore to remind you of your obligations under 
the Agency’s Regulatory Framework, and in particular the 
limitations of your capacity as a staff representative under 
Article 8 of the UNRWA DT Rules of Procedure. 

This letter also serves as a reminder that as a full time teacher in 
the employ of the Agency, your primary responsibility is to be 
dedicated to this task.  
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Therefore, you are requested to immediately desist from actions 
that may be perceived to undermine the office of LOSA and 
from holding out as a trained and professional lawyer. You are 
expected by virtue of your appointment to devote your energies 
to fulfilling your role as a teacher.  

19. It follows from the reading of the letter that it cannot be considered as a 

disciplinary measure, as no sanction was imposed on the Applicant in accordance 

with the exhaustive list of disciplinary measures provided for in Area Staff Rule 

110.1 paragraph 5. 

20. The Tribunal must also determine whether the letter in question was in non-

compliance with the Applicant’s terms of appointment, and as such, whether it 

could be considered an appealable administrative decision before the Tribunal.  

21. In this regard, Area Staff Regulation 11.1 provides:  

There shall be a two-tier formal system of administration of 
justice:  

(A) The UNRWA Dispute Tribunal shall, under conditions 
prescribed in its Statute and Rules of Procedure, which are set 
out in Staff Regulations 11.4 and 11.5, hear and render 
judgement on an application from a staff member:  

(i) to appeal an administrative decision that is alleged to be in 
non-compliance with his or her terms of appointment or contract 
of employment, including all pertinent regulations and rules and 
all relevant administrative issuances;  

(ii) to appeal an administrative decision imposing a disciplinary 
measure.  

22. It follows from the above that an application is receivable only if it contests 

an administrative decision which is subject to judicial review. Drawing from the 

jurisprudence of the former United Nations Administrative Tribunal in Judgment 

No. 1157, Andronov (2003), the UNAT in its Judgment Ngokeng 2014-UNAT-460, 

paragraph 26, has defined an administrative decision that is subject to judicial 

review as: 

 […] a unilateral decision taken by the administration in a precise 
individual case (individual administrative act), which produces 
direct legal consequences to the legal order. Thus, the administrative 
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decision is distinguished from other administrative acts, such as 
those having regulatory power (which are usually referred to as rules 
or regulations), as well as from those not having direct legal 
consequences. Administrative decisions are therefore characterized 
by the fact that they are taken by the Administration, they are 
unilateral and of individual application, and they carry direct legal 
consequences. 

23. Article 8 of the Rules provides: 

1. A party may present his or her case before the Dispute 
Tribunal in person, or may be represented by outside counsel.  

2. A party may also be represented by a staff member or a 
former staff member of UNRWA, the United Nations 
Secretariat or other United Nations agencies, or one of the 
specialized agencies.  

24. The contested letter states that the aforementioned rule “was not intended to 

allow a staff member of the Agency to devote considerable time representing 

multiple parties in several cases”. The letter further postulates that article 8 of the 

Rules “does not permit a staff member to hold out as Legal Counsel, offering legal 

advice and representation, whether voluntary or remunerated, regardless of whether 

that staff member has the requisite qualifications”. Finally, the impugned letter 

reminds the Applicant of his obligations under the Agency’s regulatory framework 

and the “limitations of [his] capacity as a staff representative” under article 8 of the 

Rules.  

25. By the contested letter, the DUO/J not only requested the Applicant to limit 

his activities as a staff representative, but he also invited him to immediately desist 

from actions that may be perceived to undermine the office of LOSA. The DUO/J 

based his requests upon his interpretation of article 8 of the Rules. The Tribunal 

does not agree with such an interpretation. There is nothing in the Tribunal’s Rules 

preventing a staff member from acting as a representative of another staff member 

in his/her legal dispute with the Agency or limiting the recurrence of such activity 

by a staff member. 

26. The Tribunal further adds that there is nothing in the Rules that gives priority 

to the office of the LOSA for representing staff members before the Tribunal. The 

Tribunal agrees with the Applicant and does not comprehend how his activities as 
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a staff representative would undermine the office of the LOSA. As it is clear from 

article 8 of the Rules, their choice of representation in their case before the Tribunal 

is a fundamental right for staff members (Nimer 2018-UNAT-879, paragraph 33). 

27. Yet, the Tribunal agrees with the DUO/J that, as a full time teacher in the 

employ of the Agency, the Applicant’s primary responsibility is to ensure to fulfil 

his duties as a teacher and not to let his role as a staff representative to disrupt his 

primary duties. Given the Applicant’s three latest Performance Evaluation Reports, 

it seems that the amount of time the Applicant devoted to his role as a staff 

representative did not negatively influence the fulfilment of his duties as a teacher. 

28. The Tribunal underlines that staff members are entitled to seek legal advice 

from an outside counsel, the LOSA or another current or former staff member of 

the Agency or other UN Agencies with respect to their disputes with the 

Administration. As noted above, this is a fundamental right of each and every staff 

member. As the DUO/J’s letter clearly limits the staff members’ fundamental right 

to choose their counsel and, in the present case, to choose the Applicant as their 

representative, it must be rescinded. 

29. Consequently, as the contested letter is in non-compliance with the 

Applicant’s terms of appointment, which includes his right to represent other staff 

members before the Tribunal in accordance with article 8 of the Tribunal’s Rules, 

the application is receivable. In terms of the merits of the case, given the fact that 

the impugned letter imposes unlawful limits to the Applicant’s rights to represent 

other staff members with respect to their disputes with the Agency, it is hereby 

rescinded.   

Applicant’s motion for suspension of action & Respondent’s request for award of 

costs 

30. Given the above conclusion, the Applicant’s motion for suspension of the 

contested decision is moot and the Respondent’s request for award of costs is 

dismissed. 
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Conclusion 

31. In view of the foregoing, the Tribunal DECIDES: 

i) The application is receivable; 

ii) The impugned decision is hereby rescinded;  

iii) The Applicant is reminded that his activities as a staff representative 

must not disrupt his primary duties as a teacher in the employ of the Agency; 

and 

iv) The present Judgment must be added to the Applicant’s Official Status 

File as an annex to the contested letter.  

 

Judge Jean-François Cousin 

Dated this 8th day of March 2020 

Entered in the Register on this 8th day of March 2020 

Laurie McNabb, Registrar, UNRWA DT, Amman 
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